In The Ring 2

Haley was on top of the world she had just gotten her act to the centre stage of the circus, into the main ring it was the big time.  For the hypnotist that was a big thing it certainly paid better to be a headline act. She needed to get a large number of volunteers to make it entreating, hypnotizing one person to walk around the area like a chicken just wouldn’t cut it. She could do big things visually impressive stuff  with a large group of volunteers. She made one group think they were foxes the other hairs, Cops and robbers she could make people look like fools like ludicrous parodies of  any situation, one overweight man she had convinced was a pop star and strutted around stage like Tina turner. the only limit was her imagination. She Got a group of people to form into a bridge over a gap, or one group to form a pyramid. Large displays of synchronised ludicrous stupidity. The 25 years old a brunette thought that a lot of her successes was from her costume it allowed her to get a large number of gullible men onto the stage and the girl friends sometimes, there minds were like putty after a few minutes, making them think that they were playing in the final of the world cup or operating in a doctors surgery or Mickey mouse it was good for a laugh. 

She wore a top had with a red ribbon a couple of ostrich feathers in it made her look taller. she wore a black rubber leotard with elbow length red rubber gloves she had a black Venus corset that was admittedly not done up all the way but still gave her a good figure . It was dam hard to move about in she had tried to lace it all the way up once only to give up puffing at two inches left. She wore fishnets stockings and five inch heels. She had upgraded her outfit since the days she was on one of the side shows. She was attractive and she had really gotten one over on her blond show rival. Upstaging the escapologist and humiliating her in front of the circus and the audience, that earned big points with the management for the publicity it brought even though the management would never admit to it. 

She saw a future with her name in lights a stream of admiring fans her own TV Christmas special. What she did not see was the escapologist’s revenge. The blond snuck up on the hypnotist as she headed back from the stage to her caravan, she should have been paying some attention to the world outside her head. One minute she was writing her own congratulation speech for an award in her head. The next second she was speech less as her hat was knocked off her head, as she turned around and opened her mouth to scold whoever dared to mess with her outfit. A huge pear shaped piece of rubber was forced into her mouth forcing her jaw open and stretching her lips into a wide O shape. Something made of thick wet leather was pulled over her head. A set of laces at the back of the leather hood were drawn tight and the laces knotted. The hood with the huge rubber gag was pulled over her head before she had a chance to hypnotize her opponent she was sealed in. she reached for the hood. Her right hand was grabbed tape was wrapped around her hand. Haley worked out what was going on who was attacking her, before she could click her fingers to activate a conditioned response in the escapologist red tape was being wound around her left hand rendering them both useless. “What’s the matter honey cant you talk I think I have the perfect thing to help you, oh no it got all wet I guess it will dry out and shrink a little don’t worry honey if its to tight just yell”.

Echo the escapologist had used her least favourite toy on Haley it was a leather discipline hood with no eyes or mouth holes. It had extra padding over the eyes and ears helping to defeat its occupant. it had a series of laces at the rear that could be tightened up to make it quite punitive, Echo had never worn the hood with the laces fully closed she wondered if she could do that to Haley. The worst part was the rubber pear gag it had two curved steel plates on the inside of the rubber there was a dial on the front made of brass it was two inches across in a sort of spoke pattern it connected to the internal mechanism inside the rubber pear. on the outside the dial could be adjusted the pear would grow the rubber stretched around the two metal leaves forcing a victims jaws further apart till it was almost dislocating its victims jaw inside the hood. Eco didn’t like using it because there was always a member of the audience that wanted to see if they could dial it all the way up. But on Haley she took a perverse pleasure in tightening it and tightening it then locking it in place at the maximum, frantic struggling and muffled screams of anguish told her she was getting the anticipated result. Haley‘s jaw was stretched in a painful manner the rubber gag was massive before the mechanism activated filling her cheeks claming her tong to the bottom of her mouth with if fully engaged she had no hope of making the smallest sound “honey aren’t you so lucky I had this little treat for you I bet it feels like your jaw is about to come off but It wont I know it will just teach you your proper place”.

Echo slapped Haley on the bottom nothing she grabbed her breasts and squeezed the woman struggled ineffectively against echo. Echo undid the knot on the laced of the hood tighter and tighter her victim struggled ineffectively. While her head was trapped in the vice like grip of the hood. Eco commented “now honey I need to make it nice and tight this is for your own good I assure you” Haley brought her useless taped hands up to her head she could do nothing to stop Echo finally after a few passes Echo had the two sides of the hood meeting a feat that no one had ever managed when placing her in the hood, she could only imagine how much Haley was panicking not being used to such a toy. Echo knotted the laces then zipped a flap over them the zip then pressed into a stud which clicked in place only a special key could now release the hood the same key that would release the jaw spreader mechanism inside the hood.  The leather would still dry and shrink somewhat making it even worse over time. There was pressure on Haley’s head the leather tightly griped the crown of her head padding was pushed into her eye sockets the hood tried to force her to bite down on the gag. There was padding over her ears everything was distorted, it was horrible like being buried alive or drowning Haley guessed and there was no escape! Echo was tempted to flush the key and leave Haley like that maybe later. “Honey you look so good in that hood I want to take you home in fact I will”.

Eco slapped Haley on the ass “honey I have the perfect jacket to go with your outfit if you don’t like it just holler”. Echo had a straight jacket that she had never put on it . For a start it was too punishing and too small for her, she had it custom made but they had made it way to small. Haley however would be a perfect fit she was sure. It was made of leather on the outside then lined with darlex on the inside. it would be very hot and ridged. There was a double set of laces an outer and an inner one on the back of the jacket. One would be tightened then the other would be tightened making slack for the first until the back of the jacket was closed. There were also ratchet straps ten of them mostly for looks but they made it harder to get out of the jacket and they pulled it a bit tighter. Once threaded the ratchet straps just needed a pull to tighten them. Then a cover went over al the straps and laces with a zip over the lot that locked in place. There was a double crotch strap again ratchet straps to make it very tight they were very thick with rubber lining the leather. She had gotten the jacket mostly for an ex boyfriend so that they could play some games and not for her act but that was now in the past soon the jacket would have a new use. The Sleeves of the jacket were also a piece of work. The Arms finger to elbow had laces that were then coved by a panel with a locking zip. Then straps there were extra straps at wrist and elbow making it impossible to get out of the jacket sleeves even if the back was lose. In Front of the jacket was a column of leather not just a single strap but an entire column to hold the victims arms in place below there bust. Then instead of side loops there were columns. Then straps on the sleeves linked behind the jacket with a big buckle that could have a padlock put through it. The jacket had a tight high collar that limited a lot of movement. The waist of the jacket was cut to allow no modesty it framed and forced the buttocks to stick out the front also offered no modesty being cut quite high.

Echo looked at The Venus corset on Haley’s body it was a little lose almost two whole inches at the back echo would fix that and it would help get Haley into her special jacket. “Honey your corset‘s a little lose, I will do you a favour and just tighten it a bit”. Echo undid the laces and gave them an experimental pull there were muffled groans as the air was forced from Haley’s lungs. Echo put her knee in the small of Haley’s back and pulled again. Haley had far less air to fuel her protests or to resist as her diaphragm was slowly crushed by the corset. Haley questioned her choice of attire as echo pulled the corset tighter and tighter. Haley’s boobs bounded up and down finally spilling over the half cups of the corset. Her waist was squeezed further and further emphasizing her hips and her bust she was getting hot flushes. Haley seemed to collapse as echo got the corset tighter and tighter. She was struggling futilely with no energy as Echo simply made it tighter until the two halves met. The corset pushed into her ribs painfully and tightly, her diaphragm was compressed all efforts to resist were going to be secondary, Haley was just focused on getting enough air to breath! Then echo tied the laces up, inside the hood Haley was begging and gasping for breath. “Now honey you look fabulous a little hard to breath but fabulous”. Echo’s hand began to explore between Haley s legs.

Echo was not happy she had been pushed from first billing to second billing behind Haley on the centre stage, they had had to take the knife thrower off the billing list and she didn’t like that her friend was now in the side shows. Echo looked like a bottle blond bimbo who wiggled out of all sorts of restraints seductively. She walked in three inch knee length white boots black stocking and tight silver short shorts moulded to her hips. A silver wonder bra and she called it a costume people laughed and missed the point, she had determination and grit Haley was about to find out just how much.

“Honey now for the rest of your outfit I need to get you home”, Echo marched Haley into her caravan she would need a bit of time to get Haley into her jacket. Haley resisted as much as she could which was not much in a tight gag hood and crushingly tight corset with her hands wrapped up as useless little balls, Haley’s resistance was token she could not see Echo she was off balance then Echo just simply marched her keeping a tight grip on her arms pulling them up in a double hammer lock behind her body that was painful. Echo had her prisoner in her caravan in her trap in under a minute. “Honey I must say your new outfit is even sluttier than the last, you should cover that up with a jacket I have the perfect one”. Echo forced Haley’s right arm into the tight jacket sleeve her gloves helped to slide her into its embrace offering little resistance. Haley found her left arm being pushed into the jacket she tried to resist but echo had a firm grip on her. Haley wondered about the material it felt strange and heavy what sort of material was the jacket made out of? A harsh spank across the buttocks and Haley stopped resisting it was only a straight jacket how much worse could it get?

Echo pulled the straight jacket over Haley’s shoulders and loosely tightened the first strap so that it hung down over Haley’s body. “Now Honey unless you have a proper jacket you might catch your death from the cold”. Haley could feel how tight and heavy it already was. Haley could smell the leather and she could feel the odd sensation of the darlex. Her torso was already very hot from the corset it would be like being in a sauna with the jacket as well. Eco got some bee’s wax and rubbed it over a set of two long laces to make them easily travel in the eyelets at the back of the jacket. Eco went to work with one set of laces the inner ones she had a large length of thick leather thong that would be used to lace the dreadful garment closed. It took about six minutes to lace the first set up then about a further six minutes to lace the second outer set up. “Now honey this has to be nice and tight we would want there to be a draft” Echo grinned as she pulled on the first set of laces. The gap at the back of the jacket got smaller there was a creaking groan of the leather jacket against the corset. Echo pulled on the second set making the jacket tighter and creating slack on the first set of laces. Another tug on the first set and the two halves of the garment got closer together it was quite efficient once the process was started the laces were merciless running through the eyelets. 

Haley could not believe how bad this was against the corset, her neck was pulled back her head up putting pressure on her back. Her shoulders were drawn back her waist pulled into a further arch her compressed stomach pulled in further. The jacket got tighter and tighter. Haley whimpered into her gag as the reality of a truly tight straight jacket overwhelmed her body. Finally there was no longer a gap between the first set of laces a few more tugs and Echo was confident that the laces were as tight as they could possibly be. “Honey you are going to look fabulous whither you want to or not” She tied each lace off then got a little dab of super glue on the knots to ensure that there was no way they could slip.

Echo kissed the hood “now honey I know it’s tight but it really has to be tight to give you the proper look”. Echo got hold of the ratchet strap at the bottom of the garment she fed it through the mechanism and pulled the strap became taught Echo smiled the jacket did seem the smallest bit tighter. Echo threaded and pulled the next two straps it was slowly covering up the laces at the back of the garment. She was enjoying slowly packaging up Haley. She did up the next few ratchet straps the leather definitely seemed to be tighter. A few more straps and all of them were tightly done up. Echo decided to tighten them some more. She started at the top of the jacket and pulled the straps tighter she worked her way down the jacket from top to bottom tugging each strap getting it that little bit tighter. All this time Haley whimpered into her gag. The tightness of the jacket seemed to be bending her body she was some caricature of a woman useless helpless in the embrace of the dam jacket and some how it was still getting tighter with whatever Echo was doing. Echo gave it one more pass the straps on the back of the jacket were truly tight. She carefully folded the lose end of each strap back on itself to remove any chance of one coming loose but mostly to make it look nice. Finally Echo pulled a leather flap over the laces and the straps erasing them from the line of the jacket. She grabbed the zip and slowly savoured closing it finally she pushed the end of the zip into an indentation at the waist of the jacket a little click and it was locked over Haley’s constricted form. 

Echo was enjoying herself immensely dominating and confining the arrogant bitch into a nightmare of a straight jacket that would take her down a peg. Echo would go all the way the redundant bindings on the Arms of the jacket served no useful purpose but would help enforce on Haley how truly helpless she was and add a little more to her discomfort. “Honey those arms of yours are flapping about the place with no purpose I just need to make them a little neater, your going to give yourself a cozy little hug”. She grabbed Haley’s left arm a little fidgeting and she had the laces in place on the sleeve. Haley felt the already tight material over her forearms and hands growing tighter she was helpless to resist an additional level of torment and restriction. Echo finished pulling one set of laces tight she applied the cover a panel then locked the zip in place. Then eco brutally tightened straps around the sleeve at wrist and elbow making it even more impossible to get out of the jacket. Haley’s arms hurt there was a dull ach from her for arms but a biting pain in her clinched joints. A minute later the right arm was in the same predicament. Eco pushed Haley’s right arm through the central column of leather she then pulled the strap on the left arm through the jackets central strip of leather. A Few harsh tugs and the sleeve followed the strap. It took quite a lot of effort as it was so tight. To further secure Haley’s arms in place tightly below her bust. Eco pushed and pulled Haley’s arms through the side columns of leather very little of the actual jacket sleeves could be seen there was practically no movement in them at all. Then the sleeves were drawn bone breakingly taunt with a pull on the straps on the sleeves Haley’s arms were immobile linked behind her body the jacket was locked in place a solid padlock through the buckled strap. Haley knew she was now hopelessly locked in the jacket the little movement of her arms gone hope abandoned her. The jacket collar held Haley’s head back she looked like some kind of extreme fetish model. Eco smiled “Honey You look so good your jacket is so fashionable I don’t hear any objections, you just need a few accessories”.

Echo savoured what was to come next to add a bit of humiliation to Haley’s predicament. “Honey did I say these are out of fashion”. there were two snips and Haley found that she no longer had the bottom of her outfit her Crotch was completely bare as the flimsy leotard was cut away. It was humiliating and there was nothing she could do about it. “Now honey we need to get you to stick your tush out a little more”. Haley felt eco reach between her legs and pull the first crotch strap through it attached to the left and was drawn tight framing half her bottom. The second strap was pulled through a minute later. Eco took great pleasure in tightening the straps so that they sank in either side of Haley’s pussy lips tightly where her thighs met her crotch and into her generous bottom. The leather was so tight between her legs it was driving her mad. “there you go honey all strapped up in your new jacket I am sure you will love it so much you will want to wear it for weeks”. Haley shuddered at the thought of wearing it for weeks, she remembered how she turned eco into little more than a helpless sex toy did the same fait await her? 

Echo kissed Haley on her leather coved cheek. “Honey those shoes are fabulous slutty but fabulous they need a little something extra to give them the wow factor”. Suddenly Haley found a round section of metal locked onto her right ankle a length of thin chain went under the sole of her foot and there was another click. A few seconds later and her other ankle was similarly trapped with a fixed one and a half foot bar. Not only was she being locked into a position where she could not close her legs or take a proper step but her dam high heels were being locked on two if she spent hours in them they were really going to hurt. Eco grabbed the Spreader bar “now you have the wow factor honey”.

Echo pulled out a rubber glove and a jar of something from a draw. “honey I have a little something hear to get your motor going”. Haley was helpless to resist as Echo put on the rubber glove then opened the jar. It was full of some sort of jell. Echo took a dollop and started to massaged it into Haley’s crotch it was strange first there was a tingle then a burn then Haley felt herself getting hot flushes. 

Echo pulled something out of a draw she held it in her hand. “Honey you need a little more control in you life this little accessory will help me keep you on a short leash”. There was a Ring at front of jacket attach to the collar of the jacket. Snap and the collar was attached to the jacket. Haley found it embarrassing to be treated like a dog. Eco gave the leash a tug “Honey I am sure you will follow me closely”. Eco sat down on a chair.

Eco grasped Haley’s hood and pulled forward and down. “Bend well over, honey,” she invited.
    The unfortunate girl had no choice but to obey. A moment later her head was between Eco’s ample thighs, her neck held as in a vice. Her bottom was reared, her legs were held open by the spreader bar Haley began to guess what was in store, as eco began to stroke her butt.

She had underestimated the resources of the escape artist she did not receive a simple plug. From a draw, a gleefully grinning Eco produced a huge tuft of what appeared to be ostrich feathers in a similar fashion to the feathers in Haley’s hat. These ones were spouting from a sizeable rubber bung. She also produced Vaseline.
Haley struggled and mutely protested. But to no avail. She was held. The operation that would degrade her and render her ludicrous before her fellow entertainers. It was done without care. The ugly protrusion entered its warm sheath under skilful guidance and practiced hands. But to a girl who had never been spread it would be agony. Its frontal knob would ensure the sphincter muscle’s firm retaining grip upon the mockery of a bird’s plumed tail. But it would be bitterly painful to the girl within whose rectum it found refuge. The beastly work was concluded when Eco let her head out from between her thighs she stood with plumed plugged naked ass, uncertain what to do.
“Reach round and pull it out if you don’t like it, Honey,” Eco suggested cheerfully.

Haley pulled at the straight jacket she was going nowhere, she tried to push with the muscles in her body She could not budge a feather.  Nothing could shift her body’s involuntary grip in the dam plug. She would have no choice but to wear her badge of shame.

“Now honey I have a little something prepared for you a new home with lovely bars”. Echo had an old animal cage prepared it was a large sturdy one that used to hold a lion. Eco had said it was for an act and gotten a new lock on it. She had a track from one of the old carnival games attached to the ceiling of the cage. In the game targets would move about handing from the motorized track, people would try and knock them off with thrown balls. There was now only one sturdy item on the track a single heavy ring with a lock on it.

Echo pushed Haley into the cage. Haley stumbled the floor of the cage was wooden boards over steel bars. Eco attached the collar from the jacket to the motorized track. She grinned as she locked the switch into the on position “honey you need to strut your stuff and this little gizmo will ensure you are doing it all day and all night” the collar was pulled forwards on the motorized track a sharp tug and haley was forced to walk forwards following the course of the mechanism doing a circuit of the cage waggling her tail of ostrich feathers behind her. Also she was getting very horny and she had no way to scratch her itch. “now honey you need your exercise while I am going to get some beauty sleep” The door to the cage was padlocked shut Haley suspected she would spend many days like this as a joke to be laughed at, some one would probably be charging tickets to see her like this in the dam tight jacket.


